* Top Stories *

**Two Pitt Medical Students Co-Author Children's Book Explaining Coronavirus, Quarantine**

Devon Scott is a student researcher at the University of Pittsburgh. He and his girlfriend Samantha Harris, also a medical student, have...

Source  KDKA-TV Online - May 10, 2020

**National Nurses Week: Pitt School of Nursing makes impact around the globe**

Over the past seven decades, the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing has led the evolution of nursing education and research, ...

Source  New Pittsburgh Courier Online - May 09, 2020

**For inbound college students -- and the schools -- fall semester presents new choices and dilemmas**

As of late April, deposits for fall are up modestly over last year at the University of Pittsburgh, the region's largest campus. But officials are...

Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 11, 2020
**General News**

**When will it be safe to visit your mom in a nursing home after coronavirus lockdowns?**

...president and clinical chief of geriatrics at the *University of Pittsburgh*. "I definitely feel for family members and I hope that this..."

Source: The Philadelphia Inquirer Online - May 09, 2020

---

**Western Pa. colleges making plans for online, face-to-face learning in fall semester**

Officials at Carnegie Mellon University, the *University of Pittsburgh* and California University of Pennsylvania — a trio of private,...

Source: Tribune-Review Online/TribLIVE.com - May 09, 2020

---

**The false choice pitting lives against livelihoods**

Mark A. Nordenberg is chancellor emeritus at the *University of Pittsburgh* and chair of the university's Institute of Politics.

Source: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 08, 2020

---

**Pitt Study Finds Birth Year Helps Predict Drug Overdose Risk**

The year a person is born strongly predicts how likely they are to fatally overdose, according to a new study from the University of Pittsburgh....

Source: 90.5 WESA - May 11, 2020

---

**No Sure Way to Predict Impact of Loosening COVID Restrictions**
...assumptions that you put into them," said Mark Roberts, director of the *University of Pittsburgh*’s Public Health Dynamics Lab...

**Moms on the front line: Health care workers pull double duty this Mother’s Day**

...at the hospital, Dr. Pacella spends hours on Zoom meetings, and she teaches an online course at the *University of Pittsburgh* School of...

**Hospitals Struggle to Restart Lucrative Elective Care After Coronavirus Shutdowns**

...people," said Dr. Donald Yealy, the chair of emergency medicine at the *University of Pittsburgh* Medical Center, whose surgeries dropped as...

**Greenwashing Is Real--Here’s How to Avoid It**

Aurora Sharrard, the director of sustainability at the University of Pittsburgh, refers me to the TerraChoice environmental marketing agency's Seven...

**For Some "Facebook Empathy Moms," Joe Biden Is Just Another Compromise**

Lara Putnam, chair of the history department, talks about her research on suburban and exurban activism.

**Fearful of covid-19, older people are changing their living wills**
"Their prognosis is not great," said Douglas White, a professor of critical care medicine at the University of Pittsburgh. He cautioned, however, that...

Source  The Washington Post Online - May 09, 2020

**Experts answer your COVID-19 questions: 'Is it safe for my young children to visit grandparents?'**

...our area. – Jill D. Henning, associate professor of biology, University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown • • • • • "Do current COVID-19 tests...

Source  The Tribune-Democrat Online - May 10, 2020

**Dr. Steven Levine talks about Tele-Dentistry at Pitt Dental School**

procedures. what if your dentist is still closed or if you are just worried about going into the office? we spoke with a woman who discovered teledentistry at Pitt school of dental medicine. >> I woke up Monday morning and the worst pain ever. quick she wa...

Source  WPXI-PIT (NBC) - May 11, 2020